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A. Top down method to provide full size sheet at top row of section. 

 

1. Establish a bench mark line at the top of each area, if at a through wall flashing 

the line position will depend on the size of the flashings that are supplied by 

others. 

2. Establish the base line > 8 inch above grade (200 mm).  This is the bottom of the 

panel. 

3. Divide the distance by 23.25 inch the width of the visible portion of each standard 

panel for horizontal applications. 

4. Deduct the whole number and multiply the decimal by 23.25 

5. The result is the width of the first or bottom panel. 

6. From the base line establish a line 2.5 inch (60mm) above and attach the base rail 

below this line.  The base rail must be perfectly level else the vertical panel joints 

will not fit closely or parallel to each other. 

7. Determine the left or starting side of the area allowing for corner trim or adjacent 

materials. 

8. Place the first panel on the base rail so that the angled leg fits into the inverted V 

shaped groove and move sideways to align. 

9. Attach top clips 4 inch from each end and 16 in o/c, use 2 #8 pan head screws into 

7/16 OSB or equal. 

10. For bottom row panels that have been cut down in width use MagO router bit to 

machine edge profile at clip locations.  Run router on back surface of panels. 

11. Prime to seal all cut edges. Leave back of panels unprimed and allowed to breath. 

12. At top row apply spacers at clip locations using cut-offs, fasten panel through 

spacers using coated trim head or deck screws.  Screws should be located to be 

covered by flashings where appropriate. 
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B. Bottom up method.  

 

1. Establish base line at lowest point > 8 inch above grade. 

2. Attach base rail with the top at 2.5 inch above base line,  

3. Cut panels to follow base line, machine edge profile at clip location using MagO 

router bit 

4. Prime and paint to seal all edges 

5. Establish the left or starting side of each area allowing for corners or adjacent 

materials and flashings 

6. Place panels on base rail and align with edge. 

7. Attach top clips 4 inch from ends and 16 in o/c 

8. Cut top row as required, prime to seal cut edge 

9. Attach spacers at clip locations using cut offs, spacers are best cut from MagO 

Panels. 

10. Fasten panels through spacers using coated trim head or deck screws 

11. Screws should be located to be covered by flashings where appropriate. 

 

 

 

C. Corners and Trim. 

Fabricated corners are an option but are not necessary.  A clean and contemporary 

look is best achieved by butting a field cut panel to the “bottom” profile using caulk 

between the panels and sanding the exposed edge to suit.  The bottom profile has the 

“V” shaped groove. 

 

1. Corners come with one edge with a base profile and one edge with the top profile. 

2. At the starting corner install spacers from cut-offs and clips to the top profile 

which will be on the area where the first panels are attached. 

3. The last panel for each area will be cut down to fit.  Edges should be machined 

with Top Profile and all edges primed to seal 

4. Install clip and corner using cut offs as spacers to ensure alignment 

5. At the final corner the corner piece first installed should be partially removed to 

allow for installation of the clips and replacement of the corner. 
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Butt corner using paintable caulking. 
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Full length fabricated corner with machined edges 
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Metal corner, custom order 
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Fabricated corner with caulk joint between corner and panel 


